This next screening tool is the Student Risk Screening Scale, and this is a free access screening tool, also developed out of University of Oregon, developed by a man named Tom Drummond. It has been available since 1994. This particular screening tool is a free access screening tool, meaning it costs nothing to purchase because it's actually something you can build within your school's information system. This is a very very simple screening tool. This particular one has seven items and it is these items listed here. Each student in a school is rated on just those seven items at those three time points using that Likert-type scale. I want to be really clear, when you first read these, you're thinking "oh my gosh, those items take my breath away." You are not saying that a student is a liar or is a behavior problem. What you are saying is, you're looking to see if these behaviors occur together and to a high enough degree, because if they do, this predicts really important academic and behavioral outcomes for kids.

In this particular screening tool, every single student gets evaluated on those items, so teachers, based on what they know to be true about these kids, fill this out, and they get a total score. So if a student scores 0 to 3 they're considered low risk. If a score is 4 to 8 it's considered moderate risk, and 9 to 21 is considered high risk. In many of the districts that we support, these are already set up. They build these in a secure trusted drive, so I would click on like a particular school in a district and underneath that I would have a folder for each teacher that is permissioned for only that teacher to go in there to complete these ratings, because it's not a discussion, it's one teacher's independent rating. Some districts will do it where the ID number is placed on the folder, so that as people get married or unmarried, that ID number doesn't change. I click into that folder and there's a spreadsheet, and that spreadsheet is where my students’ names and ID numbers are prepopulated. And you rate across, not down. We'll have another opportunity for you to learn more about the logistics, but for today, just keep in mind this big idea. It's just those items, and they predict very important outcomes for kids.

This is an example of what it would look like if you were to click in to one of the folders, and ideally these would be prepopulated with students' names and ID numbers. And then you would rate across. So in this illustration in front of you, you see that that one student had a 0, meaning that their teacher had no knowledge that child had stolen anything in the past. Each of these items will surprise you in the sense that there is not an operational definition for each, which is initially unsettling, but it has really strong predictive validity. As I mentioned, each student gets a total score that places them into one of those categories.

Here are data from a middle school where they've been screening for some time. They've been screening since 2004. The first time they screened, they had 77 percent of their kids in their school placed in that low risk category. 17 percent in the moderate, and 6 percent in high. As you look at these data in front of you, you see that the green bar tends to get bigger over time, suggesting that as the school is implementing their Tier 1 effort with fidelity, you're starting to see an increase in the percentage of kids in low risk. I do feel like I should tell you, when you’re looking at 2008, that those results are not typical. You would expect that those would be about 3 to 5 percent of kids in the high risk category and about 10 to 15 percent scoring in the yellow, if you would. Now that particular school, when that next year, when they started to see that slight increase in risk, they're like "oh my gosh, what's going on?" The first thing they did is they went...
back to their treatment integrity data and they realized that, as they had been hiring new teachers through the years, they had forgotten to train the teachers in the full aspects of their Tier 1 efforts. So they did a booster session, retrained their school, and then next year they're back on point again. I want to mention, when you look at these data, one of the reasons I think the school was entirely successful, was because of strong leadership on their team and also because they took in that social validity information twice a year, in fall and spring, and used it to make revisions at the end of every year. So they were constantly using that continuous improvement feedback loop.

Now if you look at the 2011 data, you see there are 12 kids in the high risk category, 20 in the moderate risk category, so these pieces of information would be used in conjunction with other information, like how are they doing in terms of grade-point average, how are they doing in terms of attendance, to see what additional needs they might have. I have so much respect for this team. The person that is currently principal at this school, he used to be the vice principal when he first started these efforts. He had told me at one point that he feels like his job had shifted dramatically. That he used to be a disciplinarian, and now he saw himself as an interventionist, meaning that he was using these data to be proactive, actually searching for kids that might need extra support. When they first started screening, this was one of the first middle schools in the country that started using this measure, which was initially designed for use just at the elementary level. And now there's been multiple validation studies showing how well this works in middle and high schools.

If you look at this particular slide, it will show you information on how well it predicts how kids do. So teachers completed that first rating and it was just first period teachers. So they as a team decided, and the team included an administrator with decision-making authority, two gen-ed teachers, a special ed teacher, and some outside support people, and they met regularly to install these practices in their school. One of the things that they did is after they did their fall rating, and it was first period as I mentioned. They picked first period because it was also an extra 10 minutes of homeroom time attached to it, so they felt like that was the period that had the most contact time with students. We waited until the end of that academic year, and waited until the year had progressed, and at the end of the year we went and collected information on every single student in the school, all using ID numbers, not student names, and then we ran these analyses. And what we can tell you is that those scores in the fall time point, that the kids who started off at low risk, they ended the year with, on average for that group, less than two office discipline referrals. The kids at the beginning of the year who started off in the moderate risk category actually earned five office discipline referrals. And the kids that started off the year in the high risk category actually earned on average eight office discipline referrals. So that information on screening actually predicted how well those kids did that year in terms of earning office discipline referrals. It also predicted the average number of days that they were spending in on-campus suspension.

Then, for every teacher who feels like "hey, that's nice but I'm really, I've got to focus on my academic course so that I can meet my obligations for my state testing," I understand that, but if you look at these data, those same scores actually predicted how kids ended the year academically as well. So for example, looking at this, the kids in the low risk group ended the year with a 3.35 grade-point average, and the students in the moderate and high risk categories
had GPAs of 2.63 and 2.32. There's no statistically-significant differences between those means, which means that any sign of risk at the beginning of the year is jeopardizing kids academically, so we need to intervene. And in middle school, I'm a former middle school teacher, the way kids fail middle school is by not doing their stuff. So when you look at these data on the average number of classes failed, and those groups, if you look at it, the kids that began the year in the low risk category, they failed on average less than one class over that course of the year. The kids in the moderate risk, they failed almost three, and the kids at the high risk failed almost four. So the question becomes, is it worth your time to do these screenings to detect who’s going to have challenges. And I think almost unequivocally people say yes, it's worth the time, particularly when you think about the fact that the first screener that I showed you takes about 45 minutes to do and this one takes about 15 minutes. So it's less than one faculty meeting to be able to get that information.

Since this time we've also done studies at the high school level as well, and in several other middle schools, and I want you to know that those predictive validity analyses yield the same information. So the short story is that that information predicts how kids do academically and behaviorally across the grade span. A common question that comes up for me is, “Are those capturing the same kids? Does that longer one work the same as the shorter one?” I again want to say, I think that first one is absolutely the gold standard for systematic screening, but I also want you to know that the analyses that we've recently done suggest that if you're looking for kids with acting out behavior, those two tests are working pretty well to capture the kids with externalizing behavior patterns. The one I just showed you, with those seven items, was not intended to capture kids who have internalizing issues. It was more focused on externalizing behavior. When I compare those two screening tools, if I want to see how well they work, I could do these things called ROC Curves, it's Receiver Operating Curves. Basically the way it works, is if I wanted to determine if like Nathan or Katie or Abbey is at risk, I can flip a coin and be right half the time, heads or tails. My goal with these screenings is to improve chance estimates. So I want to improve above this 50 percent line. If you look at these dots on this graph, these represent scores on the SRSS as compared to the SSBD's acting out side, and these actually suggest that these improve chance estimates by .45. So it means that these screening data are working equally well to detect kids with acting out behavior. Surprisingly, although it wasn't intended to do so, those original seven items were also actually doing a fairly decent job of capturing kids who have internalizing issues, and it improved chance estimates by 30 percent. Perfect prediction would have been falling in this entire box.

So this got us thinking, what could we do to add to the Student Risk Screening Scale to better, to adjust the use of that tool to capture kids with internalizing issues. So recently, we have been working on determining which items we can add to these scales to look for kids with internalizing issues. Currently we are piloting these seven items at the elementary, middle, and high school level, and I can tell you right now that our current work at the elementary level suggests that five of those items are sufficient to improve the predictive validity of those data by 5 percent. This means that I'm close to improving chance estimates by 35 percent. This is good news because it takes very little time, very little money. I'm not suggesting that you pick one or the other. I think the question isn't “should we screen?” It's “where do we begin?” Knowing now that we can use these screening tools and look for kids who are on track to have some struggles, we want to know which screening tool to put in place.
In terms of the work at the elementary level that's been done to date, if you were looking elementary, middle, or high school, those cut scores that I already showed you can be used to put kids into groups. So if you look, 0 to 3 low risk, 4 to 8 moderate risk, 9 to 21 high risk. We've also learned right now that of those five items that work for internalizing issues at the elementary level, these are the cut scores. These are preliminary in nature. We have one study published on this and we encourage additional inquiry in this area. But those cut scores are, if you score 0 to 1 you’re at low risk, 2 to 3 you are at moderate, and 4 to 15 you're at high risk. The reason why this is important is because now we can look to see how kids are performing. I really do believe that we can really support our teachers in looking for kids with these challenging behaviors.

I would absolutely agree that we have other ways of doing this, when we're looking to find kids with externalizing behavior patterns. Many PBIS schools, Positive Behavior Intervention Support schools, they use office discipline referral data to look for kids that have challenges. So in those, if a kid has 0 to 1 office discipline referrals, everything’s considered to be in the green. If they have scores of 2 to 5, they're considered to need, potentially, Tier 2 support, and if they need more, like if they have 6 or more they're considered high risk. But the problem with that is you're waiting for kids to earn those office discipline referrals, meaning that they're still struggling until they get that many acquired that would connect them with the support. My most major concern is that kids with internalizing issues are not doing things that yield office discipline referrals. So if we're not screening, we're missing an opportunity to support those kids who have these behaviors that are far less easy to be detected. If you were using the SRSS, which we call now IE for internalizing and externalizing behaviors, it's done the same way that you do the Student Risk Screening Scale. Again, this is an illustration at the elementary level. This is fictitious data, so you would have names and ID numbers and the teachers rate across. This is a slide that illustrates conditional formatting. We've worked with some very very talented tech people to build these systems in a number of different districts. This first total score over here represents the sum of the first seven items, and you can use that kindergarten all the way through high school, and the intent there is 0 to 3, again, low risk, 4 to 8 moderate, 9 to 21 high risk. And then this second column of totals, right now we're just looking at this at the elementary level, but again these are 0 to 1 is low, 2 to 3 is moderate, and 4 to 15 is high. We're not yet doing decision-making with combined scores. So here is the original seven and here are the five.

Keeping this in mind, these are an example of how, actual data from a school, they're doing this for the first time. This is their winter data. This is the original seven items. So here, when they screened for the very first time, and this school is in their first year of implementation. Again, you see your 77 percent of kids in the low, 18 percent in moderate, and 4 percent in high for the original seven items. You can also look at this by grade level. You can see where the variability is in a school as to where kids might need extra support. And here we see a little less risk. We have about 78 percent of the kids in the low, and then 13 percent at moderate, and just under 8 at high risk. And again, I can look at that by grade level to see how to focus my intervention efforts. As we go into the upper years in elementary school, we see these breakdowns again by 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade. I also want to let you know that we are working on another screening tool called the Student Risk Screening Scale for Early Childhood, and these are different items, because of course developmentally it would look a little different. And you're more than welcome to read about that in this article published in *Topics in Early Childhood Special Education*. 
If you are with somebody right now, we're going to encourage you to take the next five minutes to just take a pause and think through the idea of how to integrate screening into your tiered system of support. If you're by yourself, we encourage you just to jot down a few notes, the remaining questions that you might have regarding systematic screening. We'll catch you back in just a few minutes.

I hope you had a good conversation, or at least had a chance to jot down some notes. And I want to again reiterate that we just went over two screening tools. One was the Systematic Screening for Behavior Disorders and that is produced by Hill Walker, Herb Severson, and Ed Feil, and they are from the University of Oregon. The second one was from the Student Risk Screening Scale by Drummond, and that's the free access one I was talking about. Both of those I think are strong screening tools, but they're definitely not the only ones. For information on the SSBD, the first one I mentioned, I encourage you to log online and get that. I highly recommend that you explore these different options for systematic screening, and at the end we'll walk through a little decision-making guide to help focus your searching as you're picking a screening tool.